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Research/background As the nation’s third-largest producer of apples, Michigan is passionate about the lunchbox staple. There are 
more than 11.3 million apple trees covering 35,500 acres on 825 family run farms in Michigan. Growers pride themselves on a rich 
heritage of producing an array of fine apple varieties. The Michigan Apple Committee represents these growers and works tirelessly to 
make Michigan Apples a mainstay in homes across the nation. Its annual Harvest Campaign supports this work by focusing around an 
annual theme that launches each fall during apple’s harvest season. 
 
Our award-winning 2018 social media campaign positioned Michigan Apples as a fresh, accessible food, connecting consumers with 
them by showcasing where and how Michigan Apples are cultivated and why they taste so good. During that campaign, we learned 
followers are interested in discovering more about the science behind one of their favorite fruits. Consistently the most engaging and 
popular social content was that which incorporated the facts and science behind Michigan Apples, leading us to think out-of-the-lab for 
2019 content. We leveraged data and science to engage people and help them feel more of a connection with their food and the 
process by which they get it. Merging nature with order, the 2019 campaign theme focused on Growth — growth for the industry, 
growers, varieties and for the stories that each of the exquisite apples represents. The Growth Campaign jumps off the screen with a 
data-driven, challenge-based approach. The 2019 campaign dug into Michigan Apples stats and facts, highlighting the numbers and 
patterns inherent throughout the apple while maintaining the relevancy and practicality of sharing fun and useful ways for people to 
form a connection with their food and communities. 
 
In 2018, we focused on connecting consumers by positioning apples as an accessible, wholesome food for people of all ages — a 
message that resonated with Michiganders. Based on our 2018 analytics, for 2019 we dove into research, learning everything there is 
to know about apples (or at least trying). We found unique and quirky facts about each apple variety, highlighting how apples are grown 
and distributed across the nation. We partnered with local farmers, influencers and community partners who shared perspective and 
ideas as an integrated part of the campaign messaging and visuals.  
 
Planning 
Budget: Public relations/campaign implementation: $57,000, including planning, strategy development and deliverables, 
implementation of deliverables, graphic design, content creation, scheduling and campaign monitoring and tracking. Advertising: 
$5,000, including paid ads on Facebook and Instagram. 
 
Target audience: Apple-buyers throughout the U.S., particularly women ages 30 to 55 based on Michigan Apples and Nielsen buyer 
data.    
 
OBJECTIVE 1: Implement a social media campaign across multiple platforms; including Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, to increase 
sales of Michigan Apples. MEASUREMENT: Increased sales of apples, as reported by Nielsen. 
 
OBJECTIVE 2: Build brand awareness and increase consumer engagement through MAC social media platforms and micro-influencer 
initiatives. MEASUREMENT: Engagement reports through metrics from each social network. 
 
In addition to the campaign objectives and goals, we outlined a series of qualitative goals, including: 

• CONNECT CONSUMERS WITH THE POWER OF IMPRESSIVE APPLE DATA. Express the significance of the data and  its impact 
on the economy. The data behind the harvest process is surprising. 

• HELP CONSUMERS UNDERSTAND THE HUMAN INTERACTION BEHIND THE HARVEST PROCESS. When someone makes 
something for you, it means a lot more; apples are no different.  

• PROMOTE MINDFUL CONSUMERS. Encourage customers to be mindful of the food they buy and where products come from. 
• ENCOURAGE CONSUMERS TO BE A PART OF SOMETHING BIGGER THAN THEMSELVES AND MAKE AN IMPACT. Visiting a 

farmer’s market isn’t always feasible, but you can get the farmer’s market taste of Michigan Apples at the grocery store. 
 
As the campaign proceeded, positioning Michigan Apples as the first choice when purchasing apples was added as a content theme. 
To strategically achieve all of this, we established a set of key messaging and style guide that created a unified theme to better engage 
the target audience. Harvest season is a time of growth with Michigan Apples leading the way, and it was imperative the visuals 
matched the data. A statement font helped to drive home the impactful numbers, and the color palette inspired energy, excitement and, 
ultimately, action. The imagery is saturated and powerful. The campaign featured bold calls to action paired with a little humor to help 
resonate with audiences leading to more Michigan Apples in the hands of consumers nationwide.   
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Execution Even with our research telling us numbers and science content would be appealing, we knew sharing data was risky. We 
understood we had to find interesting and engaging ways to engage the target audience so the fascinating information wouldn’t fall flat. 
Appealing to a broad spectrum of apple lovers (people are VERY specific about their apples), we created a full suite of graphics, GIFs, 
videos, photos, live events and polls to highlight each apple variety and showcase apples as a delicious, wholesome and healthy food 
for people of all ages and backgrounds. To ensure accessibility of all materials and to find ways to continually reinforce ideas and 
information, we provided links and navigation toward free resources whenever possible. We closely monitored the success of each 
post, working deliberately to ensure the accuracy and effectiveness of the technical components, usability, accessibility and 
responsiveness of each element. We consistently returned to the initial concepts and messaging to maintain creative direction, but 
leveraged analytics and post performance to steer contend and adapt for optimal efficacy. 
 
Because we featured strong, purposeful graphics combined with influencers, farmers and community partners, the data successfully 
brought people together to learn and connect with their food and community. Always reinforcing the feelings of growth, health and 
nutrition that are a direct result of the agricultural climate in which Michigan Apples are grow, we worked to lead people down the path 
toward mindful consumerism. 
 
Evaluation 
OBJECTIVE 1: Implement a social media campaign across multiple platforms; including Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, to increase 
sales of Michigan Apples. MEASUREMENT: Increased sales of apples, as reported by Nielsen. 
 
Though it feels like a cop-out, ultimately it’s too early to tell if we’ve reached this goal. Because of advanced scientific storage systems, 
you can buy Michigan Apples well into the following spring. It’s too soon to tell for overarching sales, which are also impacted by crop 
yields with 2019 being a tough year for growers due to weather and climate conditions during the spring and fall of the year. Which 
means our greatest measure of success for the time being is… 
 
OBJECTIVE 2: Build brand awareness and increase consumer engagement through MAC social media platforms and micro-influencer 
initiatives. MEASUREMENT: Engagement reports through metrics from each social network. 
 
Thanks to the 2019 campaign, MAC experienced growth in each social platform: 

• A total increase of 2,547 fans.  
• Facebook grew more than 4%, with an additional 2,316 followers.  
• Twitter grew more than 4% and Instagram grew more than 5%.  

 
More importantly, Facebook had a total of 129 campaign posts with a total reach of 859,315. The total reactions for the campaign 
were 36,814, shares were 3,932 and comments were 2,207. Instagram had a total of 107 campaign posts with a total of 5,043 likes 
and 172 comments. Twitter had a total of 109 campaign posts with a total of 431 likes, 147 retweets and nine replies. Additionally, 
Facebook data showed positive growth in the target audience category with 85% of the engagement coming from women and 50% of 
all fans between 35 and 54 years old. Additionally, we saw national engagement grow including Chicago becoming the third largest 
geographic area for fans (after Detroit and Grand Rapids, Mich.). 
 
We partnered with influencer Sheri Steinbach, MAC’s registered dietitian for a Facebook Live video. This resulted in a total reach of 
63,780, 208 likes and eight comments. We also partnered with Michigan State University for tailgate themed posts with a total of two 
posts with a total reach of 99,149, 130 likes and eight comments.  
 
Notably, the 2019 advertising budget decreased 37.5% from the 2018 budget, yet the active engagement across all social 
platforms increased.  
 
Feedback from fans across social media was incredibly enthusiastic and engaging. Here are a few of our favorites:  
“I was just wondering today, what type of apples to use for a dish I want to make! Perfect timing!”  
“I love that for us! The triple threat is what makes it even better!” 
“Just absolutely WONDERFUL and thank you for SHARING! They look so crisp and yummy!!” 
“Love worm free apples that are crisp and hard from the north. Hard to find in Florida.” 
“I bake a lot of pies. And Michigan apples are great.”  
“I love Michigan Apples!”  


